uniFLOW ONLINE EXPRESS

Value-added Cloud-based print management solution

It’s important for small to medium businesses to control their costs and print management infrastructure. uniFLOW Online Express is a secure, cloud-based solution that removes the need to invest in and manage local servers. It is available as standard functionality, exclusively to Canon devices and is designed to support and complement every stage of the document lifecycle.

YOUR BUSINESS CHALLENGES

Ensuring data security
Securing data is more challenging than ever with GDPR. It’s easy to overlook the need to protect your office printers - potentially leaving your data and documents vulnerable.

Operational efficiency
Time spent on installing, monitoring and managing complex eco-systems (print infrastructure) could be better invested in growing your business.

Controlling costs
You need to budget accurately and understand your print management spend to control and manage costs.

Reliable infrastructure
Maximise your investment in reliable, scalable IT infrastructure that integrates easily with your current systems and meets your future needs.

WHAT IS uniFLOW ONLINE EXPRESS?

- Standard device functionality on multiple Canon devices (activation and set-up required)
- No requirement for additional investment in print servers
- Increase security by controlling access to devices and setting user authentication options
- Boost productivity with simple scan workflows to personal email or Google Drive™ (imageRUNNER ADVANCE)
- Intuitive dashboard with clear visibility of device and user costs to help you understand and manage costs more effectively
- Simplified IT management with central set-up and management of multiple devices
- Maximise your investment with your Canon devices with a value-added Cloud-based print and scan management software
- Easily upgrade and subscribe to uniFLOW Online, adding enhanced functionality and benefits to meet your evolving document lifecycle needs

Canon
Unleash the power of the cloud

uniFLOW Online paid subscriptions are the next step in your Canon Cloud Journey, offering enhanced capabilities to every size of business. From small groups of users in one location to unlimited users across multiple global sites. uniFLOW Online delivers advanced features when compared to uniFLOW Online Express, these include ‘My Print Anywhere’, Mobile and Guest Printing, multiple scanning options and more... delivering a comprehensive cloud solution that will grow with your business.

CANON CAPTURE AND OUTPUT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Canon offers an extensive portfolio of Document Capture and Output Management solutions to meet the needs of every business, from small start-ups to global organisations.

Straight forward and dependable, Canon can help you securely control and manage all your printing and scanning workflows - with tracking and reporting tools, providing you with visibility and insight into usage and costs.

Thanks to smart, seamless, user-friendly document handling and the ability to cope with flexible working patterns, we can also boost employee productivity.

We offer everything from simple, device-based solutions and fully scalable Cloud-based options, to our highly sophisticated on-premise alternative that is open, modular and configurable.

All of our solutions are easy to use, quick to set up and seamlessly integrate with the Canon range of office devices.

Multiple Canon imageRUNNER ADVANCE, imageRUNNER, i-SENSYS and imageFORMULA devices are supported across the portfolio. Please check individual product specifications for compatibility.

UniFLOW for SMB

- Unlimited devices
- Advanced Capture and Output Management Solution with multiple options for Medium Size Businesses to Global Enterprises / Office and Print Room capabilities

UniFLOW for SMB Cap

- 1 to 25 devices
- Enhanced Capture and Output Management Solution ideal for Small to Medium Business / Stand alone Modules for Printing and Scanning requirements

UniFLOW Online

- Unlimited devices
- Enhanced Capture and Output Management Solution ideal for Small to Medium Business / Stand alone Modules for Printing and Scanning requirements

UniFLOW Online Express

- 1 to 10 devices
- Basic Capture and Output Management Solution ideal for Small Businesses

UniFLOW

- Server based solution

- 1 to 5 devices
- Basic Output Management for Small Businesses

- Device based solution

- STANDARD DEVICE FUNCTIONALITY

- 1 to 10 devices
- Basic Capture and Output Management Solution ideal for Small Businesses

- Cloud based solution

- STANDARD DEVICE FUNCTIONALITY

- User subscription

- User licence

Key Advantages

- Increased security
  - Secure your printers against unauthorised access and usage
  - Combine enhanced security and user convenience with simple authentication methods to release jobs

- Enhanced productivity
  - Create personalised workflows to boost productivity such as one touch scan to destination

- Cloud-based platform
  - Simple, cloud-based solution, no specific need for additional print servers
  - Save time with remote device set-up and centralised management
  - Intuitive cloud dashboard and reporting tools

- Greater sustainability
  - Save energy as no need for ‘Always On’ print servers
  - Support sustainability initiatives by avoiding unnecessary printing. Print jobs are automatically held at the device and can be released or deleted
  - Easily set print permissions e.g. Duplex or B&W printing

- Improved cost control
  - Restrict user access to various device functions to control output costs
  - Reduce costs by printing only what you need when you need it
  - Gain insight into print and copy usage by device and user and enjoy greater cost control with basic reporting tools
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